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,x) is the expectation of 
x,x) 2 0 for every x E 
. Let A,B, C E p;“(H). 
(a) BAB E F(H) and BAB < 
) If C 6 A, then BCB < BAB. 
(c) If‘AB = BA, then 0 < AB <B. 
2.2. Let A, B. C E E(H). 
(a) rf C < A, B, then C&B = &EC = C and C < &.B. 
(b) y‘ dim (I&) < 1, then A A B exists. 
(c) If A, B E 9(H), then A A B exists and equals &B. 
2.3. If A E b(H), P E .9’(N) und AP = PA, then A A P esists ~~~eq~~~~~ 
C=fVP<PAP=AP. 
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we can represent any A E 6(C) by a positive semidefinite ma&ix 2 relative to 
that bask. orcover, any strictly positive operator can be 
positive definite matrix. Since a change of orthonprmal basis is i 
a unitary transformation, we mtA<Bifandonlyif~< 
representation. Also, A AI3 exists if and only if i A k exists for a 
representation. For this reason, .&e shah identify A with k an 
s from linear algebra [S] thaL will be 
x n complex matrices by M,, and the 
the complex conjugate of CI E @ b 
= i?].[ for all i, j = I,. . . ,n. Any A E 6(@‘*) is 
and A E ill,, the sub of 
s in I and the columns ces 
of .I is denoted by AtIJ). A primipal sahmatris of A 
us: the shorter notation A, for this matrix. A prim JF 
terminant of a principal submatrix of A. A submatrix of the form A{,%. .,,I is 
called a ka&rrg principal submatrix of A and we use the shorter notation A, for 
this matrix, i = l,..., n. 
e~re .§. Let A E M,, be hermitian. 
(a) A iis positive liefinite (A > 0) if’and only $’ /A,1 > 0 ,/;Y I = 1. . . . , VI. 
(b) A is positive semide$nite (A 2 0) if and only iJ‘a~~yrincipa1 minors oj' A are 
nonnegat;ire. 
. If A = [aij] E IV,,, is positive semidejrzite, then a,,ajj 2 /tii;;? ,;ith 
strict inequality ly A is positive de$nite, i, j = 1, . . . , n. 
.7. Let A E &&, be hermitian. Then A 2 0 (A > 0) ij’and only gall the 
eigenvalaes of A are nonnegative (positive). 
is hermitian, we denote t e FZ ranked eigenvalues of A by 
iI (A) 6 &(A) 6 . . . < .&(A). 
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leet A’ be an r x Y 
haze 
4.. _ 
. If A is a positive operator on then 
(&WY,Y~ 3 l(A.~.y)l” 
jbr every x, y E H. 
> 0, A 
have 
a unique ositive square 
. Let A, C E cY(@“) with ST = 
aM > ck for some k E (I ,..., n), then A > G. 
-~~~:Q.IfA-~~~O,b.heraA-~~ii 
there exists a nonzero vector x = (xl,. . a .A-,,) such 
((A - C)x,x) -i ((C - ck)x,x) = ((A -- Ck)x,x) = 0. 
It follows that CCkxj = (~k;-x.x). ence, c c1 ix, 
c,>O. i= 1.. . . , n, we conclude that x1 = 0 for i # k. 
Since xk # 0; v;e have akh = ck which is a contradiction. 
3.2. Let A E B(C”), A # 0, and let P E .9(@l”) with P 6 94. v i,l is the 
sma~k.~t mnzero eigemalue of A, then iiP< A and R(&P) = R(P). 
t is clear that R(i:tP) = R(P). Let ],I,. . . , I_,, be the nonzero eigenvahre 
ofA and let Pl,.. . , Pm be the projections on their corresponding eigenspaces. 
Then for any x E 6,” we have 
ence, &P < A. 0 
ary 
such that 
3.3. Let A? B E 6(@“) with A, B # 0. Then there 
C<:A,B und R(C) = R(&.B). 
exists a c E G(@“) 
race. Let i.1, pl the smallest nonzero eigenvahres of A, B respectively and let 
= min(2.1, pi). Lemma 3.2, C = APA,,, does the job. E 
dim (A A B) = dim (PA,B)_ 
cql?‘), if AAB exists, then A A B < P,I.B and 
f A = 0 or B = 0, tkn she rest& clearly holds, so suppose that A, B + 0. 
Since Ar\B<A,B, $3, L ) we have A P, B < PA-B. Chalrging basis to 
diagonalize P,~.J shows y corollary 3.3, there 
exists a C E F(V) sue at C<A,B and R(C) = R(p.1.~) so that 
B, changing basis to diagonalize A A B 
ewe, dim(P,r,a) < dim(A A B). ??
. Let A. B E 6(@“) with A > 0 and B > 0. If I,’ = A JI .B exists and is 
diagonal, then cii = millja,;, bii). i = 1,. . ,t~. 
y Coro!!ary 2.9, we have 
n-1 n-l 
E.,(A) < 
r=l ,= I 1=l 
if d = iB~/l&-,~, we have d - cm, > 0. exe, DgC w is a 
CQ~t~ad~cti~~. C 
e that C -= A A if 
at 
sf 
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ence, a,i < b,, for some i an 
1 < bt,. 
lity, ass 
forms 
the same reasoning, b,, < for 
that b,,, < arm. We conc”lu hat 
A == diag(alr , . . ~ , a,~) G3 A{~+I..._. + 
B -= & @ diag(bk+r.k+l, . . . , b,,). 
A G>,in} ru{n) 9 > 0 and since A $ C, we h 
cardinality of PI, 
ma 3.1, &{,) 
0 +C l&,{,) - 61 = I&{,)! - Lj&l. 
Similar reasoning shows that if .B C (2,. . , , ii), then 
40 <: jBfiLI!r?f - al,lBfij. 
or all x C (I,... ,n- 1) and JC (2,.. . ,n). let d” be the minit~ium of the 
followin; numbers 
From our revious observations, we have d = +(d2)“’ : 6. efine 
D = [4,] EM by 41 = a11/2,ah = 3b,,,/4, dl,, = d,,, = d ” and di, = 0 for 
i,j# 1,n. 
It is clear that 0 Q d, 1, ki,, < I and since 
we have D E c?(C). t D 6 A by proving that all principal 
minors of A - D are A - D only differs from A in the four 
corner entries, we have four cases to consider. Let J G ( 1, . . . , be the set of 
column labels for a princi al submatrix of A - D. e four cases 
,n$J;(2)1 #J,n~J;(3)1 EJ.~@J;(~)~,~EJ. 
Case I: Since A > 0, we ave (A - D), = Aj r 0. 
Case 2: is case J= (rt....,~~, n), where r, # 1, i = 1.. . . ,q. Letting 
c E Mn have (n, z) entry b,,/ ail other entries 0, we have 
0 < (A - C), < (A - C), f (t,.,), + CJ = (A - D),. 
F=I 
erwise, J = x u { 1. II} where z = (q. . . . . ret> s (2. . . . , n - 
Case 3. (A - DjlL,[[) > 0 SB by Corollary 2.10, if I(.4 - 
(A - D)J 3 0. We have’ 








e now show that for all ossible choices of d, we 
show that for all possible choices of d, we 
Cme iii: Since hri,, < a,,,,, w2 have 
d? = fm (u_ -&) > ;u,, (b.,., - g.“) = ;a**b,,,,. 
Case iv: Since all < hlg, we have 
if and only if (A,,~,~[ > h,,,lAXl. ut this inequality was previously denron- 
strated. 
Case vi: e have that 
if and only of [B,jti~!), 1 r alPpI. ut this inequality was previously emon- 
strati& 
Since D 6 A, B and B$C, we have C # X A B. This is a contradlct~o~ so 
A A B does not exist. ??
a 3.7. For A, B E 6(H), mwn~ that A /\ PA.B ud B A PA., exist. Then 
A p\ B exists if and orzly if (A F, I?.~J) A (B A &; 3j exists, in *r’hkh cme they 
coiwide. u 
Assume that (A A PA.B) A (B A PA,~) exists. Let D E 8(H) be such t 
D<A, B. emma 2.2(a), D 6 P)II.B. ence, D <A II P,,.J, B A P&B SO that 
D < (A A r,l.sj i\ (B F\ &.g) < A. B. 
‘n”t:llCC , (-’ fi f3.d A (B A Ed = A A B, Conversely, assume A A B exists _ . 
&et D E f;;(U) be such th D <A A PA,B, B f\ A.+ Then A,B and by 
Lemma X2(a), A A B < &.I+ 
Therefore, A A B = (A I\ &J) A (B A P,,J). •l 
. Let Fi E .P(.Fi) be the projectioon onto the one-dimensionai s&space 
spanned by the mit vector el. If A E E(H), then A A P[ exists. 
IiA”‘el /I- = (4 1T3el,A1iZe,) = (Aef,e,) = 0. 
ence, 




C rJJ 3. . Let el, e_7,. . . , be an ort~onori~ff~ set in ardkt P, E R(N) be thJ 
projection onto the sthspace spanned by (621, . . . . e,) . rf A C Z( 
e.dw. 
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Cont~n~jng by induction, we conclude that A A <{ exists for all n E kd. ??
IfA E 6(@“),P F Y(V), then A A P exists. 
. . . ,e, be an orthonormal set that spans P’H and extend this to 
a? basis et . . . . e,, for C”. ah- A, d2 in the notation of Corollary 3.9, 
A c”,, exists. •I 
e proof of Lemma 3.8 we obtained the expression 
if a [, = \d.P!,CJ = 0. JA 
A - a;;AP,A if all = (Aq,q) # 0. 
can obtain expressions for A A Pi. For example, repre- 
ix [aJ, where aij = (Ae,,e,) we obtain the foikkng 
thenAA<=A. 
22 # 0, then A A P: = A - a,;_‘APz,4. 
A2 1 = 0, then A ;, i; = A A P;. 
art # 0 and )A21 # 0, then 
AA<=.4A~-alllA~l-‘(AA~)P2(AA~). 
We now prove our main characterization theorem which solves the infi 
m V$XX~ dtm H c, x ._ Notice the similarity between this t 
on’s result (Theorem 2.4). 
simplify notation, let P = P,,s. By Corollary 3.16, .! A P and B A P 
A A B exists if and only if (A A P) A (B A 7) exists in 
ence, if A A P and B A P are comparable, then .il A B 
A A P and B A P. Applying Corollary 3.4, we have 
restrictions A A PIR(P) and B A P/R(P) 
by Corollary 3.4, A A B < P SO that 
IR(P) = (A A PIR(Pjj /‘, (63 A PlR(P)). 
are strictly positive. SAAB 
eorem 3.6, A A P/R(P) and B A PIR(P) are comparable. 




r A E &(C’), A A B exists for every E 8(C) 
(A) = 1. 
Since B A FA.* = B, we can see 
1,AAB exist. 0 
are 
. If A 3 a bounded linear operalot- 0.1 hen 
(Ax, x) = lim (P,AP,x. x> 
x E f?. 
It t 
1 (Ax, x) - (~~AF,x, x) I< 1 (Ax, x) - (Afix, x) 1 + 1 (AEx, x) -- (AFix, 
- :(A(1 - E)x,x)j -I- i&%x. (I- Pn)x)I 
G 2lIAIl@ - ~~~llll~ll~ 
(a) A < B. then by Lemma 2.1 (b), P,,AP,, < P,,R6-‘,, for every rt E Pu. 
Conversely. if P,,A& < P,,BP,, for every II E N, then by Lemma 4. i w;: have 
(Ax. s) = lim (PJP,.u. x) 6 lim (R$P,x. x) = (BY, x). 
ence, A < B. (b) This fohows from (a). 0 
Corollary 4.2. skov5 5 that the or&r of t . . _ lrrn effects A. B is determined by t 
order of the finite-dime.rsior.al effects I$AP,,, e.E?iz.‘:,. kk-rover whether A is an ._ , 
etkct is determined by whether the finite-dimensional operators I~~.!!?, are ef- 
fects. Also. it follows from Lemma 4.1 that every effect on N is the ~~rnit of a 
sequence of ~r~ite-d~rnerls~o~a~ eflects in the strong operator topology. The 
f4loGg theorem shows that a monotone sequence of effects converges to an 
then there 
H. 
if A E 6(H) UPZ~ P E .Y(Hj, theti A A P exists. 
If P’ is finite-dimensional, by Corollary 3.9 we are kished, so suppose 
P’ is definite-dimensional. Let f, . fz. . . . be an orthonormal basis for P’H and let 
Q,!,, be the projection onto the closed subspace spanned by {f;I,.fil+l.. . . .). I‘hen 
(I+- Q,,j’ IS iiai:e- dimensional,n= 1,2.....andP+Q >P+Q2 z ..-.For 
.\: E H, since C$ I(x.j;)i’ : oc, we have 
lirn((P + Q,*>x.x) = (h-.x) 
for every x E hp. Since (P-t Q,,)’ is finite-dimensional, by Corollary 3.9, 
A f\ (P + Qtl) exists. Since A A (P + Qr ) > A A (P + Q2) 2 . . . . by Theorem 4.3, 
there exists a W E a(H) such that 
for 
XE H so B <A. Since A 
Afi(P+Qn)+L we have (&LX) < (Ax,x) for every 
A (P + Q,,, G p + Q,,, we have 
(Bx.B.) (, lim ((P -I- Q,l)x,x) -= (fi,x) 
for every x E so S<P. at E 6( 
C<A.P-tQ;:S <AAA(Pf ” .  .  .  ence 
(*4 A (P + QJX, x} == (Bx. x) 
m. 
i  ncrefclre, c < B so E = A A 4. 0 
on H, then 
(Ax, x) = lim (PJ P-J. x) 
for every .Y E pi. Moreover. Corollary 4.2 an 
piaced by z z A. 1x1 < 0c. Using 
eorem 4.4 for M. 
orem 4.4 is the infinite- 
have 
‘[Cl, l] and define A E G(N) by (Af 
E H be the unit vect for 
nal projectfor, onto t w 
t A I’, Pg = 0. IIf B 6 A, es, then B = ea 
I 2 i 
= uicf,g)I” = (Ef,f) < (,4f;f) = 
0 0 
for all f E L2[0, I_]. Let ‘: f H 
1 if l/&d< 1. 
if 0 < 1. c l/n. 
e then 2lave 
2 
a( Inn)’ = a 
C 
In 1 =a 
n 
ence, a < (Inn)-’ for all n E N so a = 0. Therefore, B = 0 and A A pq = 0. 
0 
Although AAB need not exist for arbitrary effects 4 md B, the following 
result shows that a maximal lower bound for A and B always exists. 
25. If” A, B E E(H), then there exists a nuuk~l C E 8 (H) srrch that 
CGA,B. 
DE d(H):D<A,B} and let S be a chain. Now S is 
set and S # 0 because 0 E S. over, K is a directed set an 
lements of K by themselves, ecomes an increasing net i 
B(H). Applying the net version of Theorem 4.3, there exists an E E B’(H) sue 
that 
lim(Dxjx) = @x,x) 
DE# 
for all x E N. It follows that E E S and that D < E for every Q E K. 
lemma, S has a maximal element. Cl 
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